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Personal Essay 
 
Since graduating high school my life has had many twists and turns. I studied for a year abroad in 

Germany at a private language school thereby earning credits through Eastern Washington University 

without ever having to set foot on their campus. I achieved a 1200 on my first SAT (out of 1600). Exactly 

1200 or better was my goal. At 18 I was fluent in both German and English at the university level, having 

passed the Test of German as a Foreign Language. Also at that age I was accepted into Moravian College 

and Theological Seminary from where I suffered an Honorable Dismissal in my junior year. My academic 

record reflects apathy towards deadlines and sometimes even course material. I was the club liaison for 

Moravian’s student judiciary and active in Moravian's pre-law club, German club and LGBTQ club, 

Spectrum. This was by day. By night I was deeply involved in illegal gambling and trafficking in controlled 

substances. This would ruin my life. I devolved into a worthless state of man. This confluence of 

circumstances over the 2008-2009 academic year led to a yearlong drunken stupor and on August 14, 

2010 I was finally arrested and charged with DUI and related offenses. This would transform my life. As a 

direct and proximate result of my conviction I spent 35 months in prison sobering out. My brain had 

been continuously soused with inebriants for almost a decade prior to my forced sobriety. Because of 

the judge blessing me with incarceration I was ultimately able to go off all prescribed medication, 

remain free from intoxicants, and after about a year of white knuckle sobriety sit down with a 

psychiatrist and say ‘this is what I’m experiencing. Can medicine help me?’. While in prison I spent 

countless hours utilizing the law library, reading two encyclopedias, and reading numerous works of 

both fiction and non-fiction for fun all the while balancing my need for exercise. Since my April 22, 2014 

discharge from incarceration I have discovered what living in poverty means. Prior to August 14, 2010 I 

was living extravagantly and by robbery. This no more. Today, facing life on life's terms, and with 

poverty level income, I am indefatigable. I am committed to a new way of life, abstinence from all mind 

and mood altering drugs, and to completing my bachelor's degree. 

JAB’s Notes on this statement ca. January 15, 2022: 

James A. Blatt was verifiably honorably awarded an Honorary Bachelors and Masters of Science in 

Psychology by Lehigh University, situated in Bethlehem, PA, by their tenured academic staff, in ca. AD 

2020. Today, AD 2022, James A. Blatt was formally notified by Harvard University's Academic Staff he 

may verifiably claim an Honorary Masters of Arts in the Social Sciences from Harvard University 

honorably awarded for Blatt's verifiable body of knowledge across the Social Sciences. Blatt has further 
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ambition to a Doctor of Letters for his original work published at his website 

https://RedressGrievance.org or formal PhD or Juris Doctor futuristically.  

 

Thank you. JAB 

 
UPDATE January 23, 2022 
 
It is with pride and distinction I report to my Readers that today Oxford University’s tenured academic 

staff have verifiably and honorably awarded James A. Blatt an Honorary PhD (Doctor of Philosophy) in 

the Social Sciences, and effective already James A. Blatt now legally commands the title Dr. James A. 

Blatt of Oxford! This was due to JAB’s publication of multiple of his seminal original preeminent works, 

including: 

 

1.) “Adam and Eve’s Standard Prenuptial Agreement” which preeminently discusses All Language of 

the Business of Love and Life in a Romantic Relationship in the Framework of an Enforceable 

Expert Artful Legal Document1. Dr. Blatt comments, in any Romance, the critical elements of 

being Long Term Friends, Long Term Romantic Partners Engaged in Ongoing Love and Life 

Together, as well as having a Satisfying Sex Life Together, are some areas of Dr. Blatt’s expertise 

and preeminent analysis,  

2.) “Blatt’s Legally Publicly Available De-Classified Files”, 

3.) “Blatt on Post-Modern Philosophy”, 

4.) “Blatt on Classical Philosophy”, and also 

5.) Dr. Blatt’s Clear Doctoral Level knowledge of Global Affairs on Earth, and leading knowledge of 

his Patronage, The United States of America, on Earth,  

 

Dr. Blatt’s command of knowledge and preeminent analysis is proven by the dominating provisions 

published at his website, www.RedressGrievance.org. 

 

With this distinction, Dr. Blatt of Oxford now qualifies to further earn an Licensed Practical Counselor 

and determine, finalize, and treat diagnoses in Psychology as an Expert Practitioner. To date, Dr. Blatt’s 

peers have regarded his practice and analyses in Psychology and Global Affairs as full service, expert, 

 
1 Dr. Blatt also legally commands the lifelong title Dr. Blatt of Lehigh University for its tenured Academic Staff’s 
award of an Doctor of the Arts in the Social Sciences to JAB effective 2022! 

https://redressgrievance.org/
http://www.redressgrievance.org/
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and preeminent. Dr. Blatt has the further distinction to announce, that all of his surviving true original 

work has been published, which is not the maximum extent of his knowledge in the Social Sciences.  

 

Dr. Blatt has proven nearly native command of the German Language, and has been observed for years 

as universal leading talent practicing in the Social Sciences in telepathy. God Almighty personally 

verified! 

 

Effective already, Dr. Blatt legally commands the title Dr. Blatt of Oxford until December 31, 2072! Dr. 

Blatt further aspires to earn a Juris Doctor as well as a Medical Doctor! 

 
Respectfully yours,  
 
Dr. James A. Blatt 


